BONE MARROW STEM CELLS AND PLATELET-RICH PLASMA EFFECTS ON NERVOUS REGENERATION AND FUNCTIONAL RECOVERY IN AN ACUTE DEFECT MODEL OF RATS’ PERIPHERAL NERVE

INTRODUCTION

Although autologous nervous graft is a treatment alternative for nervous injuries in which primary repair cannot be made without using excessive tension, some difficulties exist in using this technique, such as the adjustment of graft’s length and diameter. Numerous attempts have been made intending to induce nervous regeneration in nerve defects using non-biological materials, such as silicone tubes [1,2,3]. However, non-biological materials’ ability to induce nervous regeneration has been considered inappropriate, and the development of artificial nerves combining cells, such as the Schwann’s cells[4,5] and neurothrophic factors[6,7] together with non-biological materials has currently been broadly used. The objective of the present study was to assess the effect of bone marrow cells, platelet-rich plasma, and the combination of both on peripheral nerves regeneration compared to techniques currently in use for peripheral nerves injuries treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Isolation and Culture of Bone Marrow Stem Cells
The isolation of bone marrow stem cells was performed after a lethal dose of Ketamin and Chloropromazin was administered. Tibia and femur were dissected. The marrow was removed with 1 ml DBPS (Gibco TM, Invitrogen Corporation, Carlsbad, CA) using a 0.8X25mm (21 Gauge) needle. Bone marrow stem cells were washed twice with 1 ml DBPS for centrifugation means for 30 seconds at 700 G. Then, cells were re-suspended at a density of 10^7 cells/ml DBPS.

Preparation of the Platelet-Rich Plasma
The platelet-rich plasma was prepared using a collection obtained by heart puncture with a tube containing sodium citrate. The sample was centrifuged at 160G for 8 minutes and a fraction of 10 mm over erythrocytes, containing a fraction of the rich plasma was removed. Calcium gluconate (10%) was added, and the tube was incubated at 37°C until the
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solution became viscous. Platelet-rich plasma was used for re-suspending stem cells of the bone marrow at a density of 10^7 cells.

**Surgical Procedure**
Experimental procedures were approved by the Committee on Ethics in our institution and were conducted according to the Guidelines for Research Principles Involving Animals and Human Beings, taking appropriate measures for minimizing pain and discomfort to animals. Forty eight female Wistar adult rats were anesthetized with an intramuscular injection of a solution constituted of Ketamina™ (Ketamin-S(+) 50 mg/ml) 70mg/kg and Xylazine (100mg/ml) 10 mg/kg. The sciatic nerve was accessed on the lateral face of right thigh. A 10-mm segment of the nerve was resected and the defect was immediately reconstructed. The animals were divided into five groups according to the technique used for reconstruction. In groups 1 to 4, defect was reconstructed with a flexible silicone tube (average length: 14 mm, and; average diameter: 0.8 mm). The epineurium was sutured at a point located 2 mm away from tube’s end. Nerve’s end was completely introduced into tube’s lumen, producing a closed compartment. The groups were divided according to the preparation used for priming tube’s lumen. Group 1: empty tube (ET); Group 2: bone marrow stem cells (MSC); Group 3: platelet-rich plasma (PRP); Group 4) (MSC + PRP): combination of bone marrow stem cells and platelet-rich plasma. The interval was reconstructed using a resectioned segment of the nerve as an autograft in group 5 (AG), which was sutured using a conventional technique. Due to results predictability in control groups (1 and 5), the number of animals was half of the established one (n=06) for the remaining experimental groups (n=12). After surgery, all animals remained healthy throughout the study period.

**Functional and Histological Analysis**
Gait tests were obtained according to Medinaceli’s method[8,9], 10 weeks after surgery. They were measured by using a digitalization block connected to a PC using morphometric software. The Sciatic Function Index (SFI) was obtained for each animal. The SFIs from different experimental groups were compared using variance analysis and post-hoc Tukey’s test. In all statistical analyses, p<0.05 was regarded as statistically significant. The animals were sacrificed soon after gait tests. Transmission electronic microscopy was used for assessing nerve regeneration within tube filled with MSC and in control group (ET group), in which an empty (without MSC) silicone tube was used (Figures 1 and 2).

**RESULTS**
The Sciatic Function Index (SFI) was obtained for each animal, 10 weeks after surgical procedure. All groups were compared conjunctively, and also in pairs. The results are shown on Table 1 and Graph 1, as average ± SD. The quantitative analysis of SFIs suggests an improved functional recovery in MSC group compared to other groups, which is evidenced by better gait test results, followed by PRP and MSC + PRP groups, which were statistically equivalent. The next best result was seen in the AG group. The ET group presented the worst results, showing an increased difficulty in recovering motor function.

Nervous regeneration was evidenced in MSC group by means of transmission electronic microscopy showing an almost full neural anatomy recovery. Myelinic and non-myelinic axons were identified in a proper amount inside the tube filled with MSC (Figure 1). In the group using only a silicone tube, regeneration also occurred, but significantly less than previous group. The ET group showed a slower growth and a lower amount of nervous fibers, as well as a poorer arrangement of those and a lower number of myelinated axons (Figure 2).

**DISCUSSION**
Human adult stem cells are able to maintain, generate and replace terminally differentiated cells in its specific tissues as a result of physiological cell turnover or tissue regeneration due to injury[10].

*Table 1 - Average sciatic function index according to each kind of treatment.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment Group</th>
<th>ET</th>
<th>MSC</th>
<th>PRP</th>
<th>MSC + PRP</th>
<th>AG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AVERAGE</strong></td>
<td>-85.100</td>
<td>-27.5164*</td>
<td>-43.1911</td>
<td>-41.8642</td>
<td>-51.3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S.E.</strong></td>
<td>0.9798</td>
<td>0.8414</td>
<td>2.0810</td>
<td>1.0630</td>
<td>1.4906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S.D.</strong></td>
<td>0.4000</td>
<td>2.7905</td>
<td>6.2431</td>
<td>3.6825</td>
<td>0.6666</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sciatic Function Index: Measures function loss. The closer it is to zero, the better the gait function.
ET: Empty Tube; MSC: Stem cells derived from Bone Marrow; PRP: Platelet-Rich Plasma; AG: Autograft.
S.E.: Standard Error; S.D.: Standard Deviation
* p < 0.05
Recent studies suggest that adult stem cells generate differentiated cells beyond their specific tissue capacities, a process called “developing plasticity” \( (11) \).

It has been previously evidenced that not only stem cells derived from embryonic or neural tissue \( (12) \), but also other organ-specific stem cells, can generate neural phenotypes \( (13,14) \). The use of marrow stem cells in cases of peripheral nerves injuries is regarded as one of the most promising alternatives compared to the options available for treating nervous injuries. After all, these fulfill a therapeutic gap between the potential to perform primary repair - often impossible due to a significant nervous loss - and the performance of an autologous autograft, which, in turn, is commonly associated to technical difficulties that preclude the use of such technique by the surgeon. Our study evidences that the use of stem cells not only is a significant alternative, but also shows superior results when compared to other employed techniques. Studies in vivo have proven that bone marrow stem cells have an important regenerative potential after being transplanted in transected sciatic nerves’ ends \( (15,16) \).

The present study showed that the functional performance assessed by gait test analysis of rats treated with tubing and bone marrow stem cells was significantly better than any of the other groups. The beneficial effect of PRP was also evidenced. The results of the group MSC + PRP are easy to interpret when compared to MSC and PRP groups. A possible additional effect of stem cells preparation, when combined with PRP was assessed, since the scores for groups PRP and NSC + PRP were statistically similar. A possible interpretation is that the PRP preparation somehow inhibits MSC effects, either partially or even completely.

Our data suggest that MSC injected into the silicone tube induce Schwann’s cells’ proliferation and differentiation, promoting a faster and more abundant regeneration, with a higher number of myelinated fibers formed, thus enabling a greater functional recovery when compared to studied groups.

**CONCLUSION**

Our results suggest that the use of rats’ bone marrow stem cells combined to tubing technique promotes a better recovery of motor function and a more abundant regeneration in an acute nerve defect model when compared to other groups evaluated in this study.

The exact mechanism accounting for this response is not fully understood. Additional research is necessary for understanding the mechanisms of differentiation occurred within the tube filled with the preparation of adult bone marrow stem cells, able to promote nervous regeneration induction. The use of autologous adult stem cells is a promising candidate for therapeutic use, and may allow researchers to design clinical studies with reasonable costs, without facing any ethical issue as the use of embryonic stem cells, in addition to avoid immune responses compromising transplants.
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